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APPLICATION
The FIREYE® fiber optic scanners have been designed for installation on burners where movable
vanes, air compartments, or burner nozzles would obscure or move the target flame away from the
line of sight of a conventional surface mounted scanner. In boiler applications where the individual
burner flames tend to form a fireball, the Fireye fiber optic scanner can detect the presence of an
individual burner's flame, provided that the fuel ignites before entering the furnace fireball.

The Fireye fiber optic scanner assembly includes an objective lens, which is mounted near the inter-
face of the windbox and furnace. The fiber optic bundle is enclosed within a series of flexible stain-
less steel tubes, and brings the flame radiation to the detector within the Fireye scanner electronics
assembly, located outside the windbox. The inner carrier assembly containing the fiber optics is
inserted into an outer carrier, and the scanner electronics is then attached. The outer carrier assembly
is permanently fastened to the boiler. 

SPECIFICATIONS
MATERIALS:

Electronics housing: Cast aluminum

Inner and outer carriers: 
Hexagonal mounting head: 303 Stainless steel.
Forward portions: flexible stainless steel; Rear portions: rigid black iron pipe.
Optics: High temperature glass or quartz.

DIMENSIONS: See Figure 1.

MOUNTING:
Front: Hexagonal head, 1 1/2" across flats x 1 3/4" long, welded into mechanism that follows 

burner motion. 
Rear:  Rigid 1" pipe welded to windbox wall.
 Optional compression fitting with flange, P/N 60-2806

Electronics: Fastened to inner carrier with locking collar.

ELECTRICAL: Refer to InSight scanner bulletin CU-95.

PURGE AIR:
Source: Provided by customer
Connections: 3/8" female NPT at scanner flange

1" female NPT at outer carrier pipe “Y.” 

Volume required: 4 - 15 SCFM (113 - 425 L/M) at either the 1" NPT or 3/8" NPT tap. 
Minimum applied pressure should be 15" w.c. (at 1" NPT) and 25" w.c. 
(at 3/8" NPT) above furnace pressure.

TEMPERATURE:

Electronics: Models 95IR, 95UV: -40 F (-40 C) min., 150F (65C) max.

Fiber Optics: 800F (427C) max. glass (for infrared)

752°F (400°C) max. quartz (for ultraviolet)

OPTICAL FIELD OF VIEW: 13 sq. in. @ 3 feet (100 sq. cm. @ 1.0 meter)
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FIGURE 1. DIMENSIONS, SCANNER WITH FIBER OPTIC INNER AND OUTER CARRIERS

FIGURE 2. OUTER CARRIER ASSEMBLY

NOMINAL LENGTH * A B C D E F

FEET (Meters) INCHES (MM)

3 (0.9) 41.5 (1054) 35.0 (889) 24.0 (610) 9.0(229) 7.7 (196) 18.5 (470)

5 (1.5) 67.0 (1702) 60.5 (1537) 49.0 (1245) 38.0 (965) 3.8 (97) 43.6 (1107)

6 (1.8) 78.0 (1981) 71.5 (1816) 60.0 (1524) 38.0 (965) 15.0 (381) 54.8 (1392)

7 (2.1) 95.0 (2413) 88.5 (2248) 77.0 (1956) 38.0 (965) 32.0 (813) 71.8 (1824)

8 (2.4)** 101.5 (2570) 95.0 (2413) 84.0 (2133) N/A N/A N/A

9 (2.7) 113.5 (2883) 107.0 (2718) 96.0 (2438) 48.0 (1219) 41.0 (1041) 90.8 (2306)

10 (3.0) 125.5 (3188) 119.0 (3023) 108.0 (2743) 60.0 (1524) 41.0 (1041) 102.8 (2611)

12 (3.7) 149.5 (3797) 143.0 (3632) 132.0 (3353) 84.0 (2134) 41.0 (1041) 126.8 (3221)

14 (4.3) 173.5 (4407) 167.0 (4242) 156.0 (3962) 108.0 (2743) 41.0 (1041) 150.8 (3830)

17 (5.2) 215.5 (5474) 209.0 (5309) 196.8 (4999) 149.2 (3790) 40.8 (1036) 191.6 (4867)

*Note: The “Nominal Length” refers to the approximate length of the fiber optic bundle contained within the inner carrier 
assembly.

Refer to dimensions “A” through “F” to determine the nominal length that best suits your application.
**Note: Applies to Special Rigid Carrier Only, no “Y”.

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (MM)

A
B

C

F

E
D

LOCKING COLLAR *
*PROVIDED WITH INNER CARRIER ASSEMBLY

1.76
(44.7)

STAINLESS STEEL
FLEXIBLE HOSE

1.5
(38.1)

BLACK IRON PIPE

1" NPT

STAINLESS STEEL
MOUNTING HEAD

1.76
(44.7)

1.1” O.D.

1" NPT COOLING 
AIR INLET 

1.3" OD
(33)

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (MM)

(27.9)

1.75
(44.5)
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FIGURE 3. INNER CARRIER ASSEMBLY

ORDERING INFORMATION
The fiber optic scanner assemblies consist of three part numbers which must be ordered separately as
described below.

1. Select the appropriate SCANNER ELECTRONICS assembly for your application. 

2. Referring to Figure 1, determine the fiber optic assembly nominal length that suits your applica-
tion.

3. Select the OUTER CARRIER assembly with the proper nominal length.
4. Select the INNER CARRIER assembly, (which includes the fiber optics and lenses), with the

proper nominal length. Quartz optics are required for 95UV, glass optics for 95IR. See tempera-
ture limits on previous page.

Example: To order a fiber optic 95IR InSight scanner assembly (with communications capability)
and with a nominal 9 ft. length, order:

 Item 1. P/N 95IRS2-2 InSight Electronics assembly

 Item 2. P/N 61-5386 Outer carrier assembly

 Item 3. P/N 61-6960-9  Inner carrier assembly, with glass optics

SCANNER ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY (see bulletin CU-95)

Ultraviolet, with 
12-pin connector

Ultraviolet, with 
10 ft. cable & gland

Infrared, with 
12-pin connector

Infrared, with 
10 ft. cable & gland

Expanded Features 95UVS2-2 95UVS2-2CG 95IRS2-2 95IRS2-2CG

Basic Features — — 95IRS1-2 95IRS1-2CG

Expanded Features - CE Approved 95UVS2E-2 95UVS2E-2CG 95IRS2E-2 95IRS2E-2CG

Basic Features - CE Approved — — 95IRS1E-2 95IRS1E-2CG

NOTE: LOCKING COLLAR (NOT SHOWN) IS PROVIDED WITH INNER CARRIER ASSEMBLY

2.57
(65.3)

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (MM)

JAM NUT

3/8” NPT TAP
COOLING AIR INLET

JAM NUT

AIR GUIDE

LENS ASSEMBLY 

AIR GUIDE SCREW

FIBER OPTIC
ADAPTER

SOCKET HEAD SCREWS (3) FLANGE

LOCKNUT LOCK COLLARSEAL

SEALING PIPE CAP

FIBER OPTIC TUBE
BUSHING FIBER OPTICS
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ORDERING INFORMATION (continued)

OUTER CARRIER ASSEMBLY
(Use with Glass or Quartz)

GLASS INNER CARRIER 
ASSEMBLY

QUARTZ INNER CARRIER 
ASSEMBLY

NOMINAL LENGTH*
feet (meters)

PART NUMBER PART NUMBER PART NUMBER

3 (0.9) 61-6647 61-6960-3 61-7080-3

5 (1.5) 61-5430 61-6960-5 61-7080-5

6 (1.8) 61-6845 61-6960-6 61-7080-6

7 (2.1) 61-4893 61-6960-7 61-7080-7

8 (2.4)** 60-2825-8 N/A 61-7080-8

9 (2.7) 61-5386 61-6960-9 61-7080-9

1 (3.0) 61-6305 61-6960-10 61-7080-10

12 (3.7) 61-6306 61-6960-12 61-7080-12

14 (4.3) 61-6540 61-6960-14 61-7080-14

17 (5.2) 61-6951 61-6960-17 —
*Note: The “Nominal Length” refers to the approximate length of the fiber optic bundle contained 

within the inner carrier assembly.
Refer to dimensions “A” through “F” to determine the nominal length that best suits your 
application.

**Note: Rigid Carrier, see 133-689, Rev. 2.

REPLACEMENT PARTS

FIBER OPTIC BUNDLE GLASS BUNDLE QUARTZ BUNDLE

NOMINAL LENGTH *
feet (meters) 

PART NUMBER PART NUMBER

3 (0.9) 61-4842-7 61-6872-3

5 (1.5) 61-4842-3 61-6872-5

6 (1.8) 61-4842-9 61-6872-6

7 (2.1) 61-4842-1 61-6872-7

8 (2.4)** N/A 61-6872-8

9 (2.7) 61-4842-2 61-6872-9

10 (3.0) 61-4842-4 61-6872-10

12 (3.7) 61-4842-5 61-6872-12

14 (4.3) 61-4842-6 61-6872-14

17 (5.2) 61-4842-11 —

LENS ASSEMBLY WITH GLASS LENS WITH QUARTZ LENS

LENS SKEW PART NUMBER PART NUMBER

 0 deg. skew 61-4895 (“TA”) 61-6754 (“AA”)

 5 deg. skew 61-4913 (“TB”) 61-6864 (“AB”)

9 deg. skew 61-4914 (“TC”) 61-6865 (“AC”)

*Note: The “Nominal Length” refers to the approximate length of the fiber optic bundle contained 
within the inner carrier assembly.

Refer to dimensions “A” through “F” to determine the nominal length that best suits 
your application.

**Note: Rigid Carrier, see 133-689, Rev. 2.
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FIGURE 4. PREFERRED LOCATION OF FIBER OPTIC ASSEMBLY (see note)

FIGURE 5. ALTERNATE LOCATION OF FIBER OPTIC ASSEMBLY (see note)

INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING

OUTER CARRIER

The outer carrier assembly, Figure 2, contains the 1" NPT cooling air “Y,” a rigid-to-flexible 1" pipe
assembly which terminates with a rugged hexagonal mounting head. The mounting head shall be tack
welded within the windbox-furnace area, (welding should be performed with the inner carrier
removed). For best results, the mounting head should be welded into an air passage, parallel with,
and as close as possible to, the fuel delivery nozzle as shown in figure 4. If it is not practical to
attach the head inside an airway of a fuel compartment, (Fig. 4), it may be attached to the nearest air
compartment, (Fig. 5). Leave adequate slack in the flexible carrier tube to allow for vertical motion of
the compartments.   Avoid sharp or multiple bends to allow for insertion and removal of inner carrier.
Pass the rigid pipe portion of the outer carrier through the windbox wall, and after cycling the burner
through its range of motion, weld it firmly in place, sealing the windbox air within. Alternately, you
may use 1" compression fitting, P/N 60-2806.

Note: The flexible portion of the outer carrier may have been stretched or compressed during ship-
ment. Prior to final installation, restore flexible section length to dimension “D” in Figure 1.

AIR

AIR

AIR

WINDBOX

FURNACE

TILT 
MECHANISM

ALLOW ADEQUATE SLACK INSIDE
WINDBOX TO ACCOMMODATE
FULL BURNER TILT. SEAL WELD AT

1 INCH NPT 
AIR INLET

3/8 INCH NPT AIR INLET
WELD HEAD OF
OUTER CARRIER
IN AIR PASSAGE COAL PIPE

WINDBOX WALL OR ATTACH 1" COMPRESSION 
FITTING PIN 60-2806

NOTE: Installing the mounting head as shown usually 
provides the greatest flame signal stability. With varying 
tilt angles, the scanner will target the same area in the 
flame, a constant distance away from the burner. 

AIR

AIR

WINDBOX
FURNACE

TILT 
MECHANISM

COAL PIPE

ALLOW ADEQUATE SLACK INSIDE
WINDBOX TO ACCOMMODATE

1 INCH NPT 
AIR INLET

15

WELD HEAD OF
OUTER CARRIER
IN AIR COMPARTMENT

AIR 3/8 INCH NPT AIR INLET

FULL BURNER TILT. SEAL WELD AT
WINDBOX WALL OR ATTACH 1" COMPRESSION 
FITTING PIN 60-2806

NOTE: Installing the mounting head as shown may 
result in flame signal variations. At different tilt angles, 
the scanner will target different areas in the flame. The 
target area will be closer to the burner when the burner 
is tilted upward, and further away when the burner is 
tilted downward.
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INNER CARRIER (Refer to Figures 1 and 3)

The inner carrier assembly contains the mating flange for the scanner electronics, the 3/8'' NPT cool-
ing air connection, the fiber optic bundle, and the objective lens assembly. The lens assembly pro-
vides a fixed degree of skew to its optical axis. As shipped, a straight zero degree skew lens
assembly, (marked “A”), is installed. This should provide satisfactory results in many applications.
If, due to mounting irregularities, insufficient flame signal results, the 5 degree, (marked “B”), or 9
degree, (marked “C”), skewed lens assemblies, (provided), may be installed, as described below.
Prior to installing the inner carrier assembly into the outer carrier, loosen the inner carrier lock collar
set screws, which will allow the collar to slide freely along the inner carrier tube.

When final lens and orientation are selected, slide the inner carrier lock collar down to the outer car-
rier pipe and lock it in place with two hex socket set screws. Finally, secure the inner carrier assem-
bly to the outer carrier, by tightening the 1" sealing pipe cap. 

CHANGING LENS ASSEMBLY (Refer to Figures 1, 3 and 6)

 The following describes the procedure required to replace a damaged lens assembly, or to install a
lens of a different skew.

Note: To avoid damage to the fiber optic bundle when applied to a tilting bucket style burner, the
bucket must be in the position that results in the carrier assembly being as straight as possible when
removing and replacing the inner carrier assembly.
1. Disconnect the scanner cooling air from the 3/8" connection.

2. Remove the scanner electronics from the inner carrier assembly by loosening the locking collar.
3. Disconnect the inner carrier from the outer carrier by loosening the 1" sealing pipe cap, and

carefully remove the inner carrier.
4. Lay the carrier assembly on a flat work surface and straighten, applying no more than 30 lbs.

tension.
5. Remove the single pan head screw from the air guide head.
6. With a 3/32” hex wrench, remove the three socket head cap screws holding the fiber optic

adapter to the housing flange. Carefully retract the fiber optic adapter, fiber optics, and lens
assembly clear of the housing flange.

7. Loosen the jam nut behind the lens assembly. Unscrew and remove old lens assembly.
8. Install new lens assembly. Project light onto the fiber adapter end of the fiber optics. Looking

into the lens, rotate lens assembly until a clear image of the fiber optic strands is visible. The
image should fill from 70% to 100% of the lens when viewed from a distance of 6" to 12."
Replace the fiber optic bundle if more than 50% of the fibers appear dark. Tighten the jam nut at
the lens assembly.

9. Straighten the inner carrier flexible section by applying 30 lbs. tension. Lay the inner carrier
assembly straight, with the air guide screw hole facing up. Insert the fiber optics and lens assem-
bly into the inner carrier. Line up the lens assembly and air guide holes, and replace the pan head
screw.

10. Before attaching the fiber optic adapter to the housing flange, refer to Figure 6 and verify the
proper amount of fiber optic bundle compression. The tops of the three socket head cap screws
should be flush with the inside edge of the machined chamfer on the flange. To adjust, loosen the
flange locknut and rotate the flange on the 1/2" pipe until the proper position is obtained, then
tighten the locknut. Compress the fiber optic adapter against the flange, then align the three
holes and install the socket head cap screws. 

Note:  If the inner carrier assembly had previously been installed into the outer carrier with exces-
sive force, its flexible portion may have become tightly compressed.  If this is the case, rotating the
flange may not achieve the correct amount of bundle compression without first stretching the flexible
portion of the inner carrier assembly.  Before stretching the inner carrier, remove the fiber optic
bundle to avoid damage.  Clamp the rigid-pipe portion of the inner carrier in a bench vise and then
pull on the flexible portion until the desired length is achieved.
11. Install the inner carrier into the outer carrier, and tighten the 1" sealing pipe cap.
12. Install the scanner electronics on the inner carrier.
13. Reconnect the scanner cooling air.
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FIGURE 6. ADJUSTING FIBER OPTIC BUNDLE COMPRESSION

ADJUSTING SKEWED LENS ORIENTATION    (Refer to Figures 1, 3 and 6)

The following describes the procedure required to “aim” the skewed lens assembly to obtain the best
flame signal response. Refer to Fireye bulletin CU-95. 

Note: To avoid damage to the fiber optic bundle when applied to a tilting bucket style burner, the
bucket must be in the position that results in the carrier assembly being as straight as possible when
removing and replacing the inner carrier assembly.

1. Install the skewed lens assembly as outlined under “CHANGING LENS ASSEMBLY.”

2. With the inner carrier and scanner electronics installed and the burner firing, record the flame
signal response.

3. Remove the inner carrier assembly, noting its position relative to the outer carrier. The external
screw on the air guide outside the lens may be used to index and record the orientation.
Smooth out any kinks in the flexible section. Rotate the inner carrier to a new orientation and re-
insert. Record the new flame signal response. Continue to remove and re-insert, rotating the car-
rier 90 degrees each time until maximum flame response is obtained.

4. Secure the inner carrier by tightening the 1" sealing pipe cap.
5. Reconnect the scanner cooling air.

REPLACING FIBER OPTIC BUNDLE    (Refer to Figures 1, 3 and 6)  (See WARNING on next page)

The following describes the procedure required to replace the fiber optic bundle. 

Note: To avoid damage to the fiber optic bundle when applied to a tilting bucket style burner, the
bucket must be in the position that results in the carrier assembly being as straight as possible when
removing and replacing the inner carrier assembly.
1. Remove the inner carrier assembly, and fiber optic assembly by following steps 1 through 6

listed under “CHANGING LENS ASSEMBLY,” (above).

2. Loosen jam nut behind lens assembly, then unscrew and remove lens assembly and jam nut.
3. Remove jam nut at fiber optic adapter, and remove the old fiber optics.
4. Install new fiber optics into the fiber optic adapter. Install jam nut and tighten to 3-4 inch

pounds.
5. Install lens assembly. Project light onto the adapter end of the fiber optics. Looking into the lens,

rotate lens holder subassembly until a clear image of the fiber optic strands is visible. The image
should fill from 70% to 100% of the lens when viewed from a distance of 6" to 12." Tighten the
jam nut at the lens holder.

6. Straighten the inner carrier flexible section by applying no more than 30 lbs. tension. Lay the
inner carrier assembly straight, with the air guide screw hole facing up. Insert the fiber optics
and lens assembly into the inner carrier. Line up the lens holder and air guide holes, and replace
the pan head screw.

CHAMFER

ADJUST THE FLANGE SO THAT THE TOPS OF THE THREE SOCKET 
HEAD CAP SCREWS ARE FLUSH WITH THE INSIDE EDGE OF THE 

MACHINED CHAMFER ON THE FLANGE.

NOTE: Fiber optic adapter for infrared assembly 
shown. Adapter for ultraviolet assembly will not 
have the small machined “step”, and will have a 
blue ink dot for identification.

FIBER OPTIC ADAPTER

SEE NOTE
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7. Before attaching the fiber optic adapter to the housing flange, refer to Figure 6 and verify the
proper amount of fiber optic bundle compression. The tops of the three socket head cap screws
should be flush with the inside edge of the machined chamfer on the flange. To adjust, loosen the
flange locknut and rotate the flange on the 1/2" pipe until the proper position is obtained, then
tighten the locknut. Compress the fiber optic adapter against the flange, then align the three
holes and install the socket head cap screws. Torque to 4 pound-inches.

(Refer to Note on page 6)
8. Install the inner carrier into the outer carrier, and tighten the 1" sealing pipe cap.
9. Install the scanner electronics on the inner carrier.
10. Reconnect the scanner cooling air.

WARNING: Fiber optic bundles are FRAGILE! Do not apply excessive compression or ten-
sion force. Do not “coil” bundles tighter than a 10" loop.

ACCESSORIES

P/N 60-2806 1" Compression Fitting

The 60-2806 Compression Fitting slides over the Fireye fiber optic outer carrier assembly and is
used to attach the outer carrier to the burner front. It is comprised of a flange that is welded or bolted
to the burner, and a compression nut that is tightened to secure the outer carrier.

NOTICE
When Fireye products are combined with equipment manufactured by others and/or integrated into systems designed or manu-
factured by others, the Fireye warranty, as stated in its General Terms and Conditions of Sale, pertains only to the Fireye prod-
ucts and not to any other equipment or to the combined system or its overall performance.

WARRANTIES
FIREYE guarantees for one year from the date of installation or 18 months from date of manufacture of its products to replace,
or, at its option, to repair any product or part thereof (except lamps, electronic tubes and photocells) which is found defective in
material or workmanship or which otherwise fails to conform to the description of the product on the face of its sales order. THE
FOREGOING IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND FIREYE MAKES NO WARRANTY OF MER-
CHANTABILITY OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. Except as specifically stated in these general
terms and conditions of sale, remedies with respect to any product or part number manufactured or sold by Fireye shall be lim-
ited exclusively to the right to replacement or repair as above provided. In no event shall Fireye be liable for consequential or
special damages of any nature that may arise in connection with such product or part.

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (MM)

1/4" (6.4mm)

3 1/8" (79mm)

4" (102mm)

P/N 60-2806 COMPRESSION FITTING 
INSTALLED ON OUTER CARRIER ASSEMBLY

The 60-2806 fitting slides onto the outer carrier after first removing the cooling-air 
wye. The carbon steel flange is either welded or bolted to the burner plate (mounting 
holes are drilled on site). The coupling nut is then tightened to secure the outer car-
rier within the 60-2806 fitting.

FIREYE CU-101
3 Manchester Road DECEMBER 3, 2015
Derry, New Hampshire April 11, 2013
www.fireye.com


